hOtel collection
RANGe of custom glass products
and systems

Terms and Conditions of Sale effective January 1st, 2017
Unless otherwise specified in writing, all orders imply the
buyer’s full acceptance of our Terms and Conditions of Sale.
1. PREAMBLE
These Terms and Conditions of Sale replace any previous
terms and conditions and may be changed without notice.
They supersede any customers’ terms and conditions of
purchase.
2. COMMITMENT
Customer orders shall only be binding once we have accepted the order via issuance of an order receipt.
Our catalogues, technical instructions and advertising
literature are not contractually binding and do not constitute firm offers. Our quotations are valid for one month
following the date of issue.
3. PRICES
All sales will be invoiced based on the prices and conditions applicable on the day on which the order is placed.
Prices may, however, be modified due to changes in their
cost components between the order date and the shipping date. In the event of a delivery postponement caused
by the customer, storage costs may also be invoiced. Our
prices are set «ex-works», in Euros (€). For products manufactured per square meter, dimensions, surface area
and prices are calculated to two decimal places, with the
last digit rounded up. For volumes other than rectangular
and square spaces, the surface area is deemed to be that
of the circumscribed rectangle or square.
4. MANUFACTURING
We shall retain ownership of our quotes, along with any
related designs and models. Such materials must not be
disclosed to third parties without our prior approval. Failure to comply may lead to claims for damages.
Our products are cut, worked and manufactured to ensure
tolerances compliant with relevant professional standards. In the event of order cancellation or modifications
during the manufacturing process, the customer shall be
supplied with and billed for any products made.
5. LEAD TIMES
We make every effort to meet specified lead times. Any
delays that may occur shall not entitle the buyer to cancel
the sale, refuse the merchandise or claim damages. Under no circumstances shall we be liable:
• if the agreed terms of payment are not met;
• if we are not given the information needed to fulfil orders
in a timely manner;
• if our own suppliers encounter delays, or delays occur
due to breakage during transportation or installation,
force majeure, etc.
6. PACKAGING
Our packaging is designed exclusively for the transportation of our products, which must be stored in the proper
conditions on delivery to prevent any deterioration.
Any special packaging or equipment shall be invoiced separately. «Disposable» packaging may not be reused. Any
reusable equipment may be repurchased, with reimbursement based on the state of wear and/or any missing
accessories.
7. TRANSPORTATION & DELIVERY
Sales are made «ex-works», in Euros (€). The consignee
shall be liable for any risks and hazards during transportation, even for shipments for which carriage is paid.
The consignee shall make any reservations known to the
carrier before receipt of delivery and must confirm such
reservations in writing by registered mail within three
days of receipt pursuant to Article L133-3 of the French
Commercial Code.
8. STORAGE
We do not provide storage for glass products or other
products belonging to a third party. When we exceptionally agree to do so, such products shall be stored at the
owner’s risk. We shall not be liable for any deterioration
or loss resulting from such storage. This service shall be
invoiced separately. In the event of delivery postponement
caused by the customer, any additional storage costs may
also be invoiced.
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9. COMPANY
Any work we carry out in relation to the building construction is guaranteed pursuant to Article 1792 et seq. of the
French Civil Code. If an official acceptance document is
not available for the installation work we carry out, the
date on which the legal warranty becomes valid shall be
the date of handover to the customer. Installation prices
are based on execution during normal working hours. If
the urgency of the situation requires overtime, there will
be a surcharge in line with legal provisions and/or collective agreements for the profession.
In the event of breakage or deterioration during our handling or assembly of glazing, any liability on our part shall
always be strictly limited to replacement of broken materials, in the condition in which we supplied them; this liability does not extend to any impact on lead times for the
delivery of replacement materials, especially those requiring special plant manufacturing, and no account may be
taken of added value resulting from work the customer
may have had carried out by third parties. We accept no
responsibility for breakage of mirrors, glazing and other
products already fitted during subsequent maintenance
work (adjustment, tightening, etc.) not carried out by our
employees.
Costs relating to the replacement of these products, including labor costs, will also be invoiced. Breakage or deterioration of a glass component attached to other glass
components with adhesive during removal shall lead to
additional invoicing to cover both the value of the glass
components themselves and the related costs for removal
and replacement. Since toughened and prefabricated
products cannot be modified after manufacturing, we can
only order such products from the plant once our plans
have been approved by the customer or the customer’s
architect.
The measurements shown on our plans or agreed in writing must be followed to the letter. Failure to do so will
require us to postpone installation of glazing and mirrors
pending compliance with measurements and levels, and
conduct a full review of prices and conditions for installation for the service in question. Unless otherwise
stated in our quotes, we shall not provide any ancillary
work (holes, engraving, seal finishes after installation by
our employees, all types of joint, etc.). This work must be
carried out by relevant professionals in line with our specifications. Our installations are provided in compliance
with professional standards and include mountings in line
with the latest trade practices and tolerances for manufactured products. Occasional cleaning, fastening and
adjustments for metal parts used in tempered glass and
mirrors are part of normal maintenance work for which
the owner is responsible.
Hydraulic door-closing systems and electric lock mechanisms are covered only by the manufacturer’s warranty,
under normal conditions of use.
10. INVOICING
An invoice is drawn up for every delivery and includes the
information required by Article L441-3 of the French Commercial Code.
11. RETENTION OF TITLE
THE TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP OF GOODS SHALL BE
CONDITIONAL ON FULL PAYMENT OF THE PRICE OF
THE GOODS AND RELATED ACCESSORIES NOTWITHSTANDING ANY PROVISION TO THE CONTRARY. THE
CUSTOMER SHALL ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE
LOSS OR DETERIORATION OF PRODUCTS SOLD AND
ANY DAMAGE INCURRED ONCE THE GOODS HAVE BEEN
HANDED OVER TO THE CARRIER FOR TRANSPORTATION
TO THE POINT OF DELIVERY SPECIFIED IN THE ORDER.
The customer shall store the goods in a manner that ensures they are not mixed up with any other materials and
shall ensure that identification marking remains visible. If
full payment is not made, the customer shall return the
goods and shall cover any reconditioning costs. If we are
required to enforce retention of title, we shall retain any
down payments as compensation.
12. PAYMENT
For customers who have an account with the company,
payment will be required within 30 days following the date
on which the invoice is issued, with no discount applied.

For occasional customers, payment will be required on
delivery. Any payment made at the time of the order or
during the order shall constitute a down payment.
The customer may not avoid payment by cancelling the
order once it has been accepted by an order receipt or by
failing to collect the order within the specified lead time.
There will be no discount for advance payment. All bills
of exchange shall be returned to us no later than eight
days from the date on which they are received. Failure to
do so shall be considered as refusal to pay, and constitute
non-payment as defined in paragraphs 11 and 13 herein.
If the customer’s financial or legal situation changes, we
reserve the right to demand guarantees before continuing
order execution, even after partial order fulfillment.
For our COMPANY activities, prices include 50 percent
payment at the time of the order and 50 percent during or
at the end of order fulfillment, in one or more installments
as the order progresses.
13. LATE PAYMENT OR NON-PAYMENT
In the event of a late payment or non-payment on the
agreed due date, the customer shall be liable for late
penalties calculated at three times the legal interest rate
starting on the date on which payment was missed. Pursuant to Article L441-6 of the French Commercial Code,
penalties will be due in full on receipt of the notice, informing the customer that charges are being applied. In the
event of late payment, the company may also suspend any
orders underway without prejudice to any other course of
action.
In cases where payment is due to the company in several
installments, non-payment of one of these installments
shall lead to any outstanding amounts being immediately
due. In the event of excessive refusal to pay, a penalty of
5% of the amounts due may also be applied, with a minimum of €150 excl. tax to defray recovery costs, without
prejudice to any legal expenses incurred.
14. LIABILITY & WARRANTY
Any claims related to quantities or conformity should be
submitted in writing by registered mail with acknowledgement of receipt within eight days of receiving the goods.
Any claims submitted outside of this time frame will not
be accepted. Beyond this period, we provide a warranty for
our products in accordance with the terms and conditions
set out in Article 1641 et seq. of the French Civil Code,
not including any indirect damages. Claims related to
latent defects may only be made within three months of
the date on which such defects are detected and within
the five years prescribed by Article L110-4 of the French
Commercial Code. Our company shall not be liable for the
use of goods with a patent defect that was not reported
on delivery. Our company shall only be required to replace
goods that we acknowledge as non-compliant after retrieving the product in question. Under no circumstances
shall we be liable for indirect damage or damage resulting from the use of our products in a manner that fails
to comply with trade standards, installation instructions
or the latest building regulations. Nor shall we be liable
for any breakage or deterioration resulting from improper
handling, transportation or storage conditions that do not
comply with our recommendations, or the use of our products in unsuitable physical or chemical environments.
The long-term performance of our products (in particular our insulating glass) manufactured using the latest
technology is conditional on the maintenance and use of
these products, as well as the lifespan of the various components with which the glass is used. Our product colors
may vary slightly as a result of manufacturing and ageing.
We cannot guarantee new stock in a color identical to that
of the initial delivery. Our samples are provided for information purposes only.
We always ensure the utmost care when working on products. However, given the nature of such products and the
risks involved, this work is always carried out at the customer’s risk. We provide no warranty, liability or obligation to provide a replacement. We do not provide storage
for glass products or other products belonging to a third
party.
15. LEGAL JURISDICTION
For all customers, any disputes shall fall within the jurisdiction of our head office.

Complete solutions for interior finishing

The GLASSOLUTIONS network offers you more than 20 years of expertise in hotel interior decoration.
GLASSOLUTIONS professionals can provide you with :
• A complete glass solution with accessories
• Simple or very complex custom solutions
• The ability to adapt to all situations : innovation, deadlines, quality and expertise
• Services ranging from design all the way to installation
• Saint-Gobain’s know-how.

The HOTEL COLLECTION includes a wide range of glass products and associated systems selected
to meet the hotels’ requirements. Find out more by exploring this catalog.

Four special offers
for hotels to discover :
• Shower enclosures
• Doors and
partitions
• Mirrors
• Wall coverings
page

4

Shower enclosures
and bath screens

page

18

Doors and partitions

Contact

Your specialized
technical service
GLASSOLUTIONS

10, rue Thomas Edison
67452 MUNDOLSHEIM, FRANCE
page

28

Mirrors, wash basins and art objects

page

38

Wall coverings and custom furniture,
radiators and heated towel rails

Tel: +33 (0)3 90 24 90 84
Fax: +33 (0)3 90 24 90 91
wehr.glassolutions@saint-gobain.com
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shower enclosures
and bath screens
• Swinging door....................................................................................page 10
• Hinged bath screen.........................................................................page 12
• Fixed screen combined with swinging door.....................................page 14
• Fixed screen walk-in shower enclosure assembly..........................page 16
HOTEL Collection
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4 types of solutions for all configurations
All the solutions provided are reversible
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1

2

Swinging door

Hinged bath
screen

pages 8-9

pages 10-11

Inward and outward opening

Inward and outward opening
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4

Fixed screen

Fixed screen

pages 12-13

pages 14-15

Combined with swinging door

Walk-in shower enclosure assembly

HOTEL Collection
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Shower enclosures
In-line configurations

BASTIA

CALVI

AJACCIO

HONFLEUR

LA BAULE

ROYAN

ETRETAT

BIARRITZ

BAYONNE

Bath screens
Bath configurations

CANNES

8
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MENTON

NICE

Corner configurations

MIMIZAN

ARCACHON

DEAUVILLE

TOULON

LAVANDOU

ANTIBES

SAINT-TROPEZ

MONACO

RD CUTS AND
NON-STANDA
:
IGURATIONS
OTHER CONF
t us
please contac
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Swinging door opening inwards and outwards
Create your swinging door in two steps
Step 1

Select the type of glass

Swinging door
BASTIA
Example using PLANICLEAR clear
transparent glass. Square range hinges
and knob.

Step 2

Select the accessories
Delivered with translucent PVC seals

Configurations available with these modules : (see pages 8-9)
BASTIA / CALVI / AJACCIO / HONFLEUR / LA BAULE / ROYAN / ETRETAT /
MIMIZAN / ARCACHON / DEAUVILLE / TOULON / LAVANDOU / ANTIBES / MONACO / SAINT-TROPEZ
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Step 1

Select the type of glass
Depending on the type of project, the glass is tempered, laminated, or tempered and laminated.

Clear transparent
glass PLANICLEAR

Clear transparent glass with
screen-printed decoration
(stock or custom)

Frosted matt glass
SATINOVO MATE

Option
anti-corrosion glass
TIMELESS

Step 2

Select the accessories

Rounded range wall/
glass hinge
matt/glossy finish

Rounded range glass/
glass hinge
matt/glossy finish

Square range wall/
glass hinge
matt/glossy finish

Rounded range knob
matt/glossy finish

Square range glass/
glass hinge
matt/glossy finish

Square range knob
matt/glossy finish

S OF GLASS
OTHER TYPE
ORIES :
AND ACCESS
t us
nt
please co ac
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Hinged bath screen opening inwards and outwards
Create your bath screen in two steps
Step 1

Select the type of glass

Hinged bath screen
CANNES

Example with PLANICLEAR clear
transparent glass, TIMELESS option.
Square range hinges.

Step 2

Select the accessories
Delivered with translucent PVC seals

Configurations available with these modules : (see pages 8-9)
CANNES / NICE
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Step 1

Select the type of glass
Depending on the type of project, the glass is tempered, laminated, or tempered and laminated.

Clear transparent
glass PLANICLEAR

Clear transparent glass with
screen-printed decoration
(stock or custom)

Frosted matt glass
SATINOVO MATE

Option
anti-corrosion glass
TIMELESS

Rounded corner option

Step 2

Select the accessories

Rounded range wall/
wall hinge
matt/glossy finish

Rounded range wall/
glass hinge
matt/glossy finish

Square range wall/
glass hinge
matt/glossy finish

Square range glass/
glass hinge
matt/glossy finish

S OF GLASS
OTHER TYPE
ORIES :
AND ACCESS
t us
nt
please co ac
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Fixed enclosure with a swinging door
Create your fixed enclosure with a swinging door in three steps

Step 3

Select the fixings

Step 1

Select the type of glass

Fixed enclosure
MIMIZAN
Example using PLANICLEAR
clear transparent glass.
Square range hinges and knob,
and reinforcement bar.

Step 2

Select the accessories

Configurations available with these modules : (see pages 8-9)
CALVI / AJACCIO / HONFLEUR / ROYAN / ETRETAT /
MIMIZAN / DEAUVILLE / TOULON / LAVANDOU / ANTIBES / MONACO / SAINT-TROPEZ / MENTON
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Step 1

Select the type of glass
Depending on the type of project, the glass is tempered, laminated, or tempered and laminated.

Clear transparent
glass PLANICLEAR

Clear transparent glass
with screen-printed decoration
(stock or custom)

Frosted matt glass
SATINOVO MATE

Option
anti-corrosion glass
TIMELESS

Step 2

Select the accessories

Vertical adjustment profile
matt/glossy finish
with plastic seal

U vertical profile and shims
matt/glossy finish
seal with silicone

U horizontal profile and shims
matt/glossy finish
seal with silicone

Step 3

Select the fixings

Wall reinforcement bar
rounded range
matt/glossy finish

Wall reinforcement bar
square range
matt/glossy finish

S OF GLASS
OTHER TYPE
ORIES :
AND ACCESS
t us
nt
please co ac
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Fixed enclosure for walk-in shower
Define your walk-in shower enclosure in three steps
Step 3

Select the fixings

Step 1

Select the type of glass

Fixed enclosure
BIARRITZ
Example using PLANICLEAR
clear transparent glass.
Square range floor to ceiling post.

Step 2

Select the accessories
Configurations available with these modules : (see pages 8-9)
BIARRITZ / BAYONNE / MENTON
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Step 1

Select the type of glass
Depending on the type of project, the glass is tempered, laminated, or tempered and laminated.

Clear transparent
glass PLANICLEAR

Option
anti-corrosion glass
TIMELESS

Frosted matt glass
SATINOVO MATE

Clear transparent glass with
screen-printed decoration
(stock or custom)

Step 2

Select the accessories

Vertical adjustment profile
matt/glossy finish
with plastic seal

U vertical profile and shims
matt/glossy finish
seal with silicone

U horizontal profile and shims
matt/glossy finish
seal with silicone

Step 3

Select the fixings

Wall reinforcement
bar - rounded range
matt/glossy finish

Wall reinforcement
bar - square range
matt/glossy finish

Rounded range floor
to ceiling post
matt/glossy finish

Square range floor
to ceiling post
matt/glossy finish

S OF GLASS
OTHER TYPE
ORIES :
AND ACCESS
t us
nt
please co ac
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doorS
and partitions
• Sliding doors..................................................................................... page 22
• Swinging doors................................................................................. page 24
• Partitions............................................................................................ page 26

HOTEL Collection
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3 types of solutions for all configurations
All the solutions provided are reversible

1
Sliding doors
pages 22-23

Fixed partition and sliding door
SISTERON

Example using MASTER-SOFT patterned
glass,hidden sliding system, ceiling fixture.

2
Swinging doors
pages 24-25

Swinging door
AVORIAZ

Example using PLANICLEAR clear glass
and vertical H-type handle.

3
Partitions
pages 26-27

Flat partition
BRIANCON
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Example with DIAMANT extra-clear
glass, U horizontal profile.

Sliding door
GAP

Example with MASTER-SHINE patterned
glass and vertical H-type handle.

Curved partition
MEGEVE

Example with SATINOVO MATE frosted matt glass,
visible sliding mechanism, flush handle.

Example with SATINOVO MATE frosted matt glass,
rounded range lock and rabbet hinges.

Example using SATINOVO MATE
frosted matt glass.

HOTEL Collection
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1

Sliding door (with or without fixed partition)

Create your sliding door in two steps

Step 1

Select the type of glass

Sliding door
GAP
Example using SATINOVO frosted
matt glass, visible sliding mechanism,
flush handle.

Step 2

Select the accessories
Fixed partition + sliding door
SISTERON
Example using PLANICLEAR clear glass
and MASTER-CARRE patterned glass,
hidden sliding mechanism,
vertical H-type handle.
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Step 1

Select the type of glass
Depending on the type of project, the glass is tempered, laminated or tempered and laminated.

on
oFF

Clear transparent
glass PLANICLEAR

Clear transparent glass with
screen-printed decoration
(stock or custom)

Frosted matt glass
SATINOVO

Switchable glass
PRIVA-LITE

Step 2

Select the accessories

The attachment
system

Visible sliding
mechanism
wall mounted

Hidden sliding
mechanism
Ceiling or wall mounted

Visible sliding
mechanism
wall mounted

Hollow flush ring

Solid flush ring

Rounded range knob

Square range knob

Vertical H-type
(300, 500 and 800 mm)

C-type

Handles

S OF GLASS
OTHER TYPE
ORIES :
AND ACCESS
t us
please contac
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2

Swinging door

Create your swinging door in just two steps

Step 1

Select the type of glass

Swinging door
AVORIAZ
Example using MASTER-CARRE
translucent patterned glass.
Rounded range hinges,
and vertical H-type handle.

Step 2

Select the accessories
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Step 1

Select the type of glass
Depending on the type of project, the glass is tempered, laminated or tempered and laminated.

Clear transparent
glass PLANICLEAR

Clear transparent glass with
screen-printed decoration
(stock or custom)

Colored or printed
laminated glass
STADIP

Frosted matt glass
SATINOVO MATE

Step 2

Select the accessories

Hinges
Rounded range wall/glass hinge
matt/glossy finish

Square range wall/glass hinge
matt/glossy finish

Rabbet hinge

Handles
and locks

C-type

Rounded range knob
matt/glossy finish

Square range knob
matt/glossy finish

Vertical H-type
(300, 500 and 800 mm)

Lock and handle

Lock with lever handle

Latch

Ceiling door stopper

Wall door stopper

Buffer

S OF GLASS
OTHER TYPE
ORIES :
AND ACCESS
t us
please contac
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3

Partition (flat or curved)

Create your partition in just two steps

Step 1

Select the type of glass

Flat partition
BrianCon
Example using STADIP COLOR colored
laminated glass, horizontal profile

Step 2

Select the accessories
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Curved glass
mEgeve
Example using SATINOVO MATE
frosted matt glass, retainer rails

Step 1

Select the type of glass
Depending on the type of project, the glass is tempered, laminated or tempered and laminated.

Clear transparent glass
PLANICLEAR

Clear transparent glass
with screen-printed pattern

Translucent patterned glass
MASTERGLASS and
DECORGLASS (30 patterns)

Tinted transparent glass
PARSOL
(4 tints)

Frosted matt glass
SATINOVO MATE

Digitally printed glass
PICTUREit

Reflecting glass
ANTELIO
(4 tints)

Mirror-effect glass
MIRASTAR

on
oFF

Colored laminated glass
STADIP COLOR

Laminated glass with
fabric insert
TEX GLASS (21 models)

Switchable glass
PRIVA-LITE

Screen-printed glass
with LED lights
LED IN GLASS

Étape 2

Select the accessories (depending on the configurations)
Others
Reinforcement bars,
attachment brackets,
etc.
U vertical profile
and shims
matt/glossy finish

U horizontal profile
and shims
matt/glossy finish

S OF GLASS
OTHER TYPE
ORIES :
AND ACCESS
t us
nt
please co ac
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MIRRORS, wash basins
AND art objects
• Illuminated mirrors - indirect lighting..........................................page 30
• Plain and magnifying mirrors.....................................................page 32
• Wash basins........................................................................................page 34
• Spatter glass artwork .................................................................page 36
HOTEL Collection
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Illuminated mirrors - indirect lighting
Specifications : 4 mm - Beveled corners - Fixtures included - Safety mirror

Creating your own custom illuminated mirror is easy !
Simply follow the four steps below.
If you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact our technical department (see page 3).

Step 1

Define the dimensions and lighting areas
L2

H1

H2
L1

Dimensions

maximum : 1900 mm, with or without cut

Lighting area

Step 2

Choose the type of light source

LED

or

Neon

Step 3

Select the color temperature

Cold white
(6500 K)
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Warm yellow
(4000 K)

Step 4

Select the options

Anti-fog film

Built-in magnifying mirror

Clock

Shelf

Angled mirror for PRM

Aluminum frame optional

Touch sensitive switch

Infrared switch

ON/OFF switch

Others optionss
ct u
please conta

(minimum order: 10 units)

:

HOTEL Collection
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Plain and magnifying mirrors
Thickness : 4 mm

Creating your own custom plain mirror is easy.

only on simple mirror

Simply follow the steps below.
If you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact our technical department (see page 3).

Step 1

Define the size and shape of the mirror (MIRALITE REVOLUTION)

H

H

L

L

L2

H

H1

L

H2
L1

Step 2

Select the attachment system (visible or invisible)

Round attachment
chrome-plated

Round attachment
white or black lacquered

Square attachment
white or black

Others :
ct us
please conta
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Square attachment
brushed steel

Select your magnifying mirror among the following models :

Mirror Ø 15 cm

Mirror Ø 20 cm

Mirror Ø 20 cm

Magnification x 2

Magnification x 7

Magnification x 10

Mirror H20.5 x W15.5 cm

Mirror H20.5 x W15.5 cm

Mirror H21x W13 cm

Magnification x 3

Magnification x 5

Magnification x 7

others magnifications
ct us
please conta

:
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Wash basins
The metal attachment system is included.
Create the wash basin of your dreams in just three steps.
You can personalize the shape, size, type and even the color of your wash basin to suit
your needs.
If you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact our technical department (see page 3).

Step 1

Define the size and type of wash basin

H

L

Single

minimum: 480 x 600 mm - maximum: 600 x 1800 mm

H

L

Double

minimum : 500 x 1350 mm - maximum : 600 x 1520 mm

Step 2

Select the shape

Oval
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Round

Rectangular

Step 3

Select the color

Clear

White

Metallic gray

Black

others colors
:
upon request
s
u
ct
please conta
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“La Verrerie de Saint-Just” has been manufacturing hand-blown glass since 1826. Today, the expertise of its master glass

14

Spatter glass artwork (decorative item in Saint-Just glass)
Thickness : 2 to 4 mm
Order your own spatter glass and silvered artwork in just two steps.
If you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact our technical department (see page 3).

Step 1

Define the size of your artwork

Maximum size : from 600 to 800 mm per side

Step 2

Select the color for your artwork from the 36 available
Examples

:
custom colors
s
u
ct
please conta
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makers means that glass, instead of being purely for decorative purposes, can be transformed into real works of art.

«Les Bohêmes» (decorative object in Saint-Just glass)
Diameter : 25 cm approx.
Order your spatter glass muff in just two steps.
If you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact our technical department (see page 3).

Step 1

Define the total height and muff neck height

Total height : from 600 to 1000 mm

Maximum neck height : 300 mm

Step 2

Select the color for your muff from the 36 available
Examples

:
custom colors
s
u
ct
please conta
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WALL COVERINGS, RADIATORS
& HEATED TOWEL RAILS
• Wall or vanity covering.................................................................page 40
• Tabletop or bench top panel.......................................................page 41
• Shelves.................................................................................................page 42
• Glass radiator...................................................................................page 44
• Glass heated-towel rail................................................................page 45
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Wall or vanity covering

Simply select the preferred type of glass (to be cemented to the wall) from the selection
of Saint-Gobain products :

Lacquered glass
PLANILAQUE COLOR-IT
(26 colors)

Lacquered
magnetized glass
MAGNETIC GLASS

Lacquered glass with
incision and silvering

Enameled glass
with screen-printed
pattern

Digitally printed
glass
PICTUREit

Translucent frosted
matt glass
SATINOVO MATE
(optional :
lacquer and silver back)

Mirror
MIRALITE REVOLUTION

Vintage mirror
MIRALITE ANTIQUE
(4 colors)

Lacquered TV mirror
ANTELIO ARGENT

To define the dimensions of the glass : please contact us
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of glass :
Other types
hesitate
please do notct us
ta
n
to co

MASTERGLASS &
DECORGLASS
Translucent patterned
glass (30 patterns)
with color lacquer

Custom
heat-formed glass
CREA-LITE type

2

Tabletop or bench top panel

Simply select the preferred type of glass from the selection of Saint-Gobain products.
Depending on the application, the glass is tempered, laminated or laminated/tempered :

Transparent clear glass
PLANICLEAR
or DIAMANT

Transparent tinted glass
PARSOL
(4 colors)

Transparent
reflective glass
ANTELIO (2 colors)

Lacquered glass
PLANILAQUE COLOR-IT
(26 colors)

Translucent frosted
matt glass
SATINOVO MATE
with colored lacquer

Enameled glass
with screen-printed
pattern and colored
lacquer

Digitally printed
glass
PICTUREit

Color laminated glass
STADIP COLOR
STADIP PRINT

of glass :
Other types
hesitate
please do not
to contact us

Laminated glass
with fabric insert
TEX GLASS
(21 designs)

HOTEL Collection
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3

Shelves (fixings included)

Step 1

Select the type of glass

Transparent clear glass
PLANICLEAR
or DIAMANT

Digitally printed glass
PICTUREit

Transparent tinted glass
PARSOL (4 colors)

Color laminated glass
STADIP COLOR
STADIP PRINT

Step 2

Lacquered glass
PLANILAQUE COLOR-IT
(26 colors)

Laminated glass
with fabric insert
TEX GLASS
(21 designs)

Select the fixings
Please consult us for information about available accessories
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of glass :
Other types
hesitate
please do not
to contact us

Use this handy guide to choose the right type of glass for your application
APPLICATION
Wall/vanity

Bench/table top

Shelves

PLANICLEAR or DIAMANT
Transparent clear glass

•

•

PARSOL
Transparent tinted glass

•

•

ANTELIO
Transparent reflective glass

•

glass

PLANILAQUE COLOR-IT
Lacquered glass

•

MAGNETIC GLASS
Lacquered magnetized glass

•

Translucent enameled with
screen-printed pattern glass

•

•

DECORGLASS and
MASTERGLASS
Translucent patterned glass

With optional lacquer

•

CREA-LITE
Heat-formed glass
SATINOVO MATE

•

•

•

Translucent frosted matt glass

•

•

Digitally printed glass
PICTUREit

•

•

•

STADIP COLOR
STADIP PRINT
Color laminated glass

•

•

TEX GLASS
Laminated with fabric
insert glass

•

•

Mirrors

•

HOTEL Collection
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Glass radiator

Step 1

Select the model

THERMOVIT HARMONY
840 W
Dimensions : 150 x 55 mm

THERMOVIT HARMONY
840 W
Dimensions : 55 x 150 mm

Step 2

Select the color

White
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Black

Mirror

5

Glass heated-towel rail

THERMOVIT EDEN glass heated towel rail radiator

Step 2

Select the color

White

Black

Mirror

HOTEL Collection
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Several project examples

PLANILAQUE COLOR-IT raw tinted glass wall covering

SATINOVO MATE frosted glass tabletop
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TEX GLASS laminated glass table top with
Alicia 91 Ivory fabric insert

Bathroom vanity with MIRALITE REVOLUTION mirror
and furniture in PLANILAQUE COLOR-IT purple-red lacquered glass

TV hidden by a panel of reflective glass with black rear
lacquer and boxout for the screen

White heated towel rail radiator

HOTEL Collection
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The GLASSOLUTIONS network of glass professionals for hotel interior finishing provides :
• National and international presence with projects in Paris, London, Munich, Sofia, Dubai, etc.
• References recognized by the sector’s leading names.

Réalisation : Cynthia Saam / Sylvie Zieba – Saint-Gobain Glass Solutions Paris Centre Normandie – RCS 300 462 413 - DOC-ENCOLLHOT-04-17 – © Photothèque Saint-Gobain Glass

Need advice or a quotation?
Contact our specialized technical service :
Tel: +33 (0)3 90 24 90 84
Fax: +33 (0)3 90 24 90 91
Email: wehr.glassolutions@saint-gobain.com

Come and see all Saint-Gobain’s glass products in our showroom in France
A Glass House
4, passage Sainte-Avoye
(enter via the gate at 8, rue Rambuteau)
75003 Paris, France
Open Monday to Friday, from 10:00 am to 12:30 pm
and 2:00 to 6:00 pm
(by appointment only)
Tel. +33 (0)1 53 01 77 00
Email: aglasshouse@saint-gobain.com

Saint-Gobain Glass Bâtiment France
GLASSOLUTIONS
Les Miroirs
18, avenue d’Alsace
92400 Courbevoie

www.glassolutions.eu
glassinfo.fr@saint-gobain.com

A Glass House, Paris

